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The ID Card scheme introduces a massive new
privacy-busting database that will be used to
track you throughout your life.

The Government will control your identity.
It will decide who you are. Showing ID to
officials will become an everyday part of
British life.
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Your new papers—a new way of life
The ID Card scheme introduces a massive new privacy-busting database that will be used to
track you throughout your life. The Government will control your identity. It will decide who
you are. Showing ID to officials will become an everyday part of British life.

£200 for a name badge
The government admit the minimum cost of the ID scheme will be £5.5 billion, double what
they said 6 months ago. That’s £200 per taxpayer, enough to pay for 30 hospitals, 600 new
schools or 15,000 more police. An ID card will cost you £85 when combined with your passport,
with £1000+ fines for forgetting to update your details, or losing or damaging your card.

The biggest ever White Elephant
Big government computer systems are a catalogue of disaster. Over budget, late or outright
failures—remember the Child Support Agency? A hundred people a month are wrongly marked
as criminals because the government can’t keep records properly. The ID scheme is the most
complicated government IT project ever attempted and even they now admit that the technology
may not work.

A tool for bullies
With a wink to racists, the Government says that ID will stop illegal immigration. But it doesn’t
in the rest of Europe. ID cards will create more reasons to “check” people, resulting in
further discrimination and targetting of the vulnerable. How does a divided society make you
safer? An abuser who gets your card holds your life in their hands.

You the suspect
You and your family are about to be fingerprinted, eye-scanned and tagged like criminals. You
alone will be held responsible for any incorrect data entries. What happens to your life when
the scanner fails or the bureaucrats make a mistake?

Say NO to ID
The ID scheme is expensive and socially destructive. Either it will help make Britain a police
state, or it will be a bigger white elephant than the poll tax.  You can help us stop it.
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